WATERBEDS
BEST WAY TO SLEEP

Dear future better sleepers,
Water lilies not only have beautiful flowers.
They are also very adaptable. Although they have strong,
firm roots they are extremely flexible. The water
lily is in its element regardless of wind, weather or waves.
This is why we chose the water lily as our
company logo. It perfectly embodies the values that
you can expect from AKVA: naturalness,
flexibility and aesthetics.

You are about to decide which waterbed you would like to buy. We
know that this is an important decision. We are talking about something as important as your quality of sleep meaning almost one third
of your life. We think you should be spending this time in the bed of
your dreams.
We hope that we can convince you of the improved quality of life that
you gain from choosing an AKVA waterbed. If you have back problems, suffer from insomnia or simply want something extraordinary:
we will always find the right bed to match you, your needs and your
personality 100%.
We would be happy to welcome you to our production facilities here
in Ry, Denmark. Our doors will always be open for you. Perhaps you
would like to combine a visit with a short holiday. Then we will show
you around our factory, our showrooms and initiate you into our world
of waterbeds.

Lars Brunsø
CEO, founder

Alexander Brunsø
CEO, M.A.
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AKVA VEGA

design:
per weiss
The lamp is integrated into the headboard.

• Minimalistic, modern design

Inspired by the Scandinavian design tradition, the
Danish furniture designer combines elegance with
a contemporary look. He designed the VEGA and
MIRA models for AKVA.

• High level of comfort due to the softside foam frame
• The advanced construction makes making the bed
very easy.
• The bed is available in genuine and artiﬁcial leather and all
our textile colours.
• Complete the elegance of the bed with the VEGA headboard, optional lamps as well as matching pouffes.
• Possible headboard: VEGA

AKVA VEGA
Clear lines. The VEGA bed system, designed by designer Per Weiss, is hallmarked
by its contemporary style and timeless design. The exquisite combination of
leather and chrome frame makes VEGA appear exclusive and elegant. The design
will make you draw parallels to a loft in New York of which you can dream while
you peacefully slumber.

The chrome frame makes the bed appear to be floating.

Available as a soft-side version with
sloping sides (see page 10 / 11)
VEGA pouffe
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AKVA HYBRID HIGH

Upholstered bedside table CUBE

Detail of a frame with first-class quality seams

• Frame upholstered with a textile, genuine leather or
artificial leather – a unique and individual look
• Traditional box spring design with a very
comfortable height

AKVA HYBRID HIGH

• Optically almost invisible base
• The bed legs made from solid beech are available
in various stain colours
• Uncompromising, solid construction
The base appears almost invisible.

On the outside: modern box spring design. On the inside: uncompromising
sleeping comfort. The majestic height of the bed combined with the voluminous, extended mattress really gets your dreams going. The lying comfort is at
its peak – no compromises.

• Possible headboards: HYBRID HIGH,
HYBRID HIGH Q
• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.

Available as a soft-side version with sloping sides
and as HYBRID HIGH Q with a straight-cut mattress
(see page 10 / 11)
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THE AKVA MANUFACTURING
When you think of Denmark you probably immediately think
of beaches and heath land. However, there is an area in the
middle of Denmark that looks very different. It has extensive
woodland and numerous lakes of different sizes that are connected by canals. This area is very popular for outdoor sports
such as yachting, canoeing and biking. The quiet areas along
the banks are dotted with anglers waiting for the next fish to
take their bait while looking thoughtfully around admiring the
vigorous setting of their activity. Here life paces down. The
tranquillity is perceptible.
Ry is situated in the middle of this idyllic landscape, and so
are our production facilities. Your waterbed is made here in
a free and easy atmosphere by committed employees many
of whom have been with the company for a very long time.
We call our place of work the ‘manufactory,’ as we are very
serious when it comes to the essence of the statement: ‘to

make something by hand.’ Every part of your waterbed –
from the base and the water mattress to the heating system
– is individually crafted under one roof. Our motto is: if you
want to be sure that something is done well, it‘s always best to
do it yourself. This we stick to.
You might wait a little longer for your waterbed after placing
the order, but in return you will get an individually tailored
waterbed that was not produced until approximately one
week prior to dispatch. This way you can be sure that all components are not just stocks goods, but all recently produced
and always according to the most updated technical procedures and methods.
A main focus of ours and a guarantee for you: every area of
our production upholds strict work safety standards, and all
the raw materials that we use are tested for safety and free of
harmful substances.

vini
jensen

arne nyrup
jakobsen
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Waterbed design using the AKVA
ALLROUND as an example

TAILOR-MADE PYJAMAS
A waterbed is always something very personal. The stabilisation, filling volume,
temperature: many factors contribute to optimising your sleep. This is why AKVA
will never fob you off with beds produced in batches. Instead we put together a
bed according to your wishes. Just like tailor-made pyjamas.

soft frame for water
mattress with chamfered sides
allround q soft frame
for cube-shaped water
mattresses

Cover
AKVA offers several different covers for your personal
comfort – from flexible and stretchy to firm and supportive. All covers are allergy-friendly, washable at high temperatures and can be tumble-dried. They are all certified
according to the Oeko-Tex Standard 100.

removable
cover

Water mattress
Our laminated, premium vinyl for water mattresses and
safety liners form the heart and safety centre of your
waterbed and guarantee the unsurpassed AKVA comfort.
AKVA supplies a guaranteed phthalate-free vinyl that is
certified to Oeko-Tex Standard 100 and therefore is suitable for babies and small children. All our high-frequency
welded seams are covered by a five year warranty.

water mattress
(depth of 22 cm)
safety liner

AKVA waterbeds are
available in three different
versions:

Uno or dual system?

1. As a soft-side

The diagonally cut soft frame forms a
comfortable place to sit on and lends
the water mattress (chamfered form)
stability for a free-standing installation.

base panel

base

2. As a Q soft-side

The straight soft frame combined
with a straight cut water mattress
provides a particularly high level of
bedtime comfort with effective
adaptability and a high water volume.
3. As a hard-side

The traditional, uncompromising
design of the waterbed presupposes a
suitably strong bed frame to support
the shape of the water mattress.

wood profile frame
with upholstery
heating system

weight distributor

Heating system
Everybody knows it: in the summer it is too
hot to sleep, and sometimes in the winter
it is too cold. One of the best things about
a waterbed is the tempered mattress that
you can adjust according to your personal
needs. With our AKVA VITAL low-voltage heating
system you have an easy-to-programme, energy-efficient
system with an optional day and night setting.

akva comfort level
stabilisation system

Dual system

All waterbeds are available as
either a uno system (one mattress
and one temperature setting) and from bed
width of 150 cm as a dual system. If you choose
a dual system, you and your partner can select
an individual stabilisation level and decide on
different temperatures. A dual system also
ensures a more peaceful sleep, as the movements of the partners are considerably
reduced.

Stabilisation level
You have the choice between 13 different stabilisation levels with fleece layers
and 6 with a special, open pored foam.How quickly your mattress settles depends
on your chosen stabilisation level and maybe even optional lumbar support.
Your local AKVA dealer will be pleased to assist and guide you to the choice
that is perfect for you.
For further information: see page 16
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AKVA MIRA

Decorative stitching on the bed frame

• Choose between fabric, genuine leather and artiﬁcial leather.
You might even want to match and colour-coordinate the
bed with the rest of your bedroom furniture.
• The uncompromising, solid construction enables an
installation of the traditional hard-side mattress system.
• Floating design with an optically almost invisible base
• The strong MIRA frame allows the surface of the mattress
to be extended up to the headboard.

• Possible headboard: MIRA
• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.

AKVA MIRA
Sleep like a pharaoh. The pyramid shaped bed frame of the MIRA raises from
the floor. It invites you to sleep like a king. The upholstered frame is not only a
comfortable place to sit. It is also built in such a stable way that it can contain and
support the traditional hard-side water mattress. The lying comfort peaks, as the
pressure relieving ability is unsurpassable.

Available as a hard-side version
(see page 10 / 11)

The bed frame floats 8 cm above the floor.
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AKVA LYRA

Decorative stitching

• Frame upholstered with a textile or artiﬁcial leather
– a unique and individual look
• Artiﬁcial leather always with stitchings
– either in a matching or different colour
• Uncompromising design permits the installation
of hard-side mattresses
• Base (available in three heights) also with optional drawers
• The solid LYRA frame enables an extended lying surface
at full 22 cm height in all directions.

AKVA LYRA
Young at heart. LYRA combines clear design with uncompromising comfort, and
it is extremely suitable for smaller bedrooms. The pure sleeping comfort of the
original hard-side waterbed system meets modern technology. A geometric,
youthful design that reflects clearly defined lines. If you are looking for a genuine
waterbed, then LYRA is the right choice for you.

• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.

The drawer base provides a lot of storage space.

• Possible headboard: LYRA
(only available with a headboard)

The drawers slide under the bed frame.

Available as a hard-side version
(see page 10 / 11)
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STABILISATION LEVELS

BASES

From comfort level F0 (no stabilisation) where the mattress reﬂects your
every movement, up to F8 where every movement is instantly absorbed. It is also
possible to get 2 optional fleece inlays for additional lumbar support.

We offer many different base heights that you can choose between and also various types of storage solutions that go with most of the beds. Decor or stained
beech veneer.

If you prefer a dual mattress system,
you can choose 2 different levels
of stabilisation – one for each side
of the bed.

F3
F6

3 layers of fleece,
eases after 3 seconds

6 layers of fleece,
eases immediately

The lumbar support prevents the
heaviest parts of the body from sinking
too deep into the mattress which can
be desirable dependent on conformation and weight.

LS5

5 layers of fleece + lumbar support,
eases immediately

F0

No fibre,
eases after 25 seconds

F2

2 layers of fleece,
eases after 6 seconds

F4

4 layers of fleece,
eases after 1 second

F5

5 layers of fleece,
eases after ½ second

F7

7 layers of fleece,
mattress yields quite slowly

F8

Box base is standard: 10 - 37,5 cm

8 layers of fleece,
mattress yields very slowly

LS3

3 layers of fleece + lumbar support,
eases after 1 second

LS4

4 layers of fleece + lumbar support,
eases after ½ second

LS6

6 layers of fleece + lumbar support,
eases immediately

LS7

7 layers of fleece + lumbar support,
mattress yields quite slowly

The ERGO system is a series of fairly high stabilised water mattresses. Foam is
used for stabilisation and designed in a way that makes it easier for you to turn and
move in bed. The body is evenly supported by the water, and the specially developed shoulder zone optimizes the adaption to the contours of your body.
- soft - medium or hard -

ERGO

- soft - medium or hard -

ERGO S

with shoulder zone

room enough for
a bedside table

4 box drawers on castors or rails
(heights 25 / 30 / 37,5 cm)

8 box drawers on rails (height 37,5 cm)

Storage base with a magnet close function
(heights 25 / 30 / 37,5 cm)

Big Box drawers on castors make use of the full length
and width of the bed (heights 25 / 30 / 37,5 cm)
Aluminium corners
in the following colours:
black, white, chromium,
beech veneer bases in
stained or oiled beech
veneer

- soft - medium or hard -

ERGO SL

with shoulder zone
and lumbar support

Box mirror base (heights 10 - 37,5 cm)

Benti (10 – 30 cm) on steel bearers, bed legs
chromium coloured, height adjustable.
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AKVA ALLROUND

headboard
mt. ventoux

Headboard MT. VENTOUX

• Frame upholstered with textile, genuine leather or
artificial leather – a unique and individual look
• The safety liner is zipped to the lower section of the cover
and is produced of thick mattress vinyl. It provides safety
that not only looks good, but also makes the bed easier to
care for (standard for ALLROUND Q, optional for
ALLROUND)

AKVA ALLROUND

Drawer in the base provides additional storage

• Straight-cut mattresses provide a higher level of lying
comfort as a result of the greater water volume
(ALLROUND Q)
• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation for
maximum sleeping comfort.
• Possible headboards: see page 32
• Can be combined with any base type.
Combination of upholstered frame and beech veneer or decor finishes

Multi-talented. The ALLROUND model combines the strengths of several existing waterbed systems. The ALLROUND Q has a unique, movable soft frame
that makes it easy to get in and out of the bed. The foams at the head and foot
end are reduced for a longer and more adaptable lying surface.

Available as a soft-side version with chamfered mattress and as ALLROUND Q with a straight-cut
mattress (see page 10 / 11)
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AKVA BOXBED II

Clear lines, timeless elegance

with our boxkit you can change
your current standard soft-side
bed to a boxbed.

Matching CUBE bedside table

• Frame upholstered with textile, genuine leather
or artificial leather – a unique and individual look

headboard
olympus

AKVA BOXBED II

• Uncompromising, solid construction

Bed legs of solid beech, stained or oiled

• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.
• Possible headboards: see page 32
• Optional with or without solid beech bed legs

Extra height for maximum comfort. The BOXBED II bed system supplements the
traditional box spring design with a comfortable height of almost 60 cm with the
unsurpassed comfort of a water mattress. The voluminous mattress guarantees an
excellent night‘s sleep, while the legs of solid, stained beech and the OLYMPUS
headboard round off the contemporary style.

Available as a soft-side version with chamfered mattress
and as BOXBED II Q with a straight-cut mattress
(see page 10 / 11)
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AKVA MODULEX

Combination with MT. VENTOUX headboard

A pronounced frame with an optically low mattress

• Frame upholstered with textile, genuine or artiﬁcial
leather in several, different colours
• Alternatively frame made of beech veneer,
(oiled or stained,) or decor

AKVA MODULEX

• The safety liner is zipped to the lower section of the
cover and is produced of thick mattress vinyl. It provides
safety that not only looks good, but also makes the bed
easier to clean and maintain (standard for MODULEX Q,
optional for MODULEX.)
Extra storage in the practical ottoman

Modern and a true master of transformation. With its striking frame MODULEX
easily adapts to any bedroom, as it is offered both upholstered and in several
decor and beech veneer variants. You can combine it with all AKVA bases and
headboards meaning MODULEX is our undisputedly most versatile bed.

• Straight-cut mattresses provide a higher level of
lying comfort because of the greater water volume
(MODULEX Q.)
• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.
• Possible headboards: see page 32

Offered as MODULEX with a conic cut mattress
and MODULEX Q with a straight cut mattress
(see page 10 / 11)

• Can be combined with any base type.
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AKVA DECO

headboard
atlas

ATLAS headboard

• Frame of solid beech. Choose a base.
Oil treated or stained. Various colours available.
• Very robust, also suitable for a high weight load
• Clever solution with a wide range of design options
• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.

AKVA DECO
Classic elegance. The DECO bed does not only guarantee a good night‘s sleep.
It is also a treat to the eye. Only the very best materials are used – perfectly
crafted attending to every single detail. With its robust, solid, wooden frame and
considering the wide range of design options, the luxury of a DECO will please all
your senses.

Solid beech frame, stained brown

• Possible headboards: see page 32

Available as soft-side with chamfered
mattress (see page 10 / 11)

CUBE bedside table in artiﬁcial leather
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AKVA SOFT
• SOFT Q: Larger water volume with the straight cut
water mattress provides even more comfort.
• As always with AKVA you individually choose your
favourite mattress system and level of stabilisation
for maximum sleeping comfort.

Storage base with removable front panels

Available as a soft-side version with chamfered mattress
and as SOFT Q with a straight-cut mattress
(see page 10 / 11)

... or with drawers

JUNIOR
AKVA SOFT

If you turn the world upside down all day long, you
deserve a good night‘s sleep. Our JUNIOR bed ensures that children sleep well and is also great for
bouncing.

Outside tradition, inside innovation. The interior of the SOFT Q is constructed
with a new type of frame that enables straight-cut foam. The lying surface is
therefore increased, and the frame is very stable and comfortable to sit on. The
SOFT Q is ideal both for installing inside an existing bed frame, but also suitable
for free-standing installation with a headboard.
27

INSIDE

offered in the following sizes:
55 x 115 cm, 60 x 120 cm or 70 x 140 cm

• It has the same features as all AKVA
waterbeds; perfect hygiene and antiallergic design with washable covers and
wipe-off mattresses.

INSIDE is the ideal solution for everyone who longs for the comfort of a waterbed, but still wants to keep their current bed frame. You simply replace your existing mattress with the INSIDE model. This way you can enjoy the comforts of a
water mattress without having to make major alterations in your bedroom.

split soft
frame

• High level of comfort due to the
soft-side frame

• An insulating layer placed on the
water mattress supercedes the use of
a heating system.

The inside of an AKVA BABY

The waterbed is self-supporting and is therefore suitable as a ‘bed in a bed.’

Uninterrupted and natural sleep from birth to three years of age. The BABY water mattress moulds to the baby‘s body providing optimum support. The pleasant
result? Your child does not wake up as often at night anymore. The sleep becomes
deeper and more peaceful. Consequently the sleep of the parents will be too.
Now isn´t that a nice side effect?

• Also available as INSIDE Q,
water mattress with straight sides
• With reduced foam at head and foot end
for an extended lying surface

• The design of an AKVA baby mattress
does not permit penetration of dust
mites.

AKVA BABY

• Advanced construction with split soft
frame permits easy handling when
making the bed.
• INSIDE is produced in many standard
sizes. You will always find the right size of
mattress to fit your existing bed frame …
or the one you dream of. Do you have a
customised bed frame? Obviously we
can make a fitting mattress.

• Optimum support and peaceful sleep
• With the Oeko-Tex Standard 100
(product class 1, suitable for babies and
small children,) the mattress is free of
harmful substances.

INSIDE

• Can be ﬁtted into almost any standard
bed frame

AKVA BABY

Offered as INSIDE with a conic
cut mattress and INSIDE Q
with a straight cut mattress
(see page 10 / 11)

Look for this logo!
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DID YOU KNOW ...
We know that the subject waterbeds brings on many questions. However, you
will see that we have really good answers to most of them. Your dealer would be
pleased to answer any further questions you may have.

How does a waterbed work?
In a waterbed you float on a large, individually temperature
controlled mattress. Your whole body is evenly supported.
No other mattress system adapts so perfectly to different body shapes. This is why a waterbed is actually a bed
that you lie in and not on. You can individually adjust the
perfect position of relaxation through the volume of water, but also the right choice of stabilisation layers has an
influence when aiming the absolute physiologically correct
position of revitalisation.

How does my sleep improve?
Between age 20 and 60, we spend more than 15 years in
bed. Within a period of 50 years we go to sleep around
20.000 times. Sleep is a fundamental precondition for all
of us when it comes to staying healthy and in good shape.
A water mattress helps you relax and sleep well. That is
what we call quality of life.
Sleeping on an AKVA waterbed will prevent pressure
points e.g. on shoulders and hips. This will relieve the strain
on the circulation, and you will not turn as often in bed
during the night. The water mattress supports your entire
body evenly, and it makes your muscles relax. All in all
– a waterbed provides you with the fundamental preconditions for a deep, peaceful and uninterrupted sleep.

Won’t I get cold in a waterbed?
During the cold months a waterbed will supply the body
with warmth instead of extracting it such as when your
body needs to warm up a mattress or a quilt. Your muscles
will relax, the entire body will loosen up, and you will fall
asleep much faster.

One of the greatest advantages of an AKVA waterbed
is its digital, low-power heating system with a day/night
setting. You can set the temperature you prefer.
During the warm months the bed will act vice versa. The
body will emit its heat to the water, and you will be less
liable to sweat.
In short: the bed will feel ‘cool’ in the summer and warm in
the winter.

Is a waterbed good for my back?
A waterbed supports your spine and the muscles in your
back by adapting to the outline of your body.
One of the unique advantages of water is that it is displaced
under pressure – not compressed like other bedding types.
The mattress doesn’t sag, but precisely and immediately
adapts to your body contours. Weight and build are unimportant, and throughout its lifetime the mattress stays as
comfortable as on the first day. Low contact pressure and
relaxing heat support your back, joints and vital functions
– now and in future.

When is a waterbed particularly recommended?

Do I need separate insurance for a waterbed?

The bed surface that adapts to the body and the adjustable
warmth has a positive effect on your well-being during the
waking hours. Both are also advantageous in the following
cases:
• Head and back pains
• Pains in the neck, back of the head and back due to
wear on the vertebrae, the thoracic spine and the
lumbar spine
• Lower back pain due to wear on the joints at the base
of the spine
• Back pains caused by muscular tension or incorrect
spinal posture (scoliosis, kyphosis, flat back etc.)
• For lying with least possible pressure
• Also for those suffering from allergies

Unfortunately this rumour is very persistent. The answer
is no. Any damage is covered by a recent house contents
insurance in the same way as an aquarium. However, if
your insurance policy is somewhat older, we recommend
contacting your insurance company to be on the safe side.

Will I feel wave movements in my waterbed?
People’s sleeping needs are just as individual as people
themselves: some prefer the rocking movement of the
waves, when they turn in the bed, and others want no
movement at all. To meet your individual sleeping comfort needs, you can choose from a range of 13 different
stabilisation levels with optional lumbar support.

How do I keep the water fresh?
When you first fill your water mattress with fresh water, a
water preservative must be added to keep the water free
of germs. As you don’t renew the water – unless you move
home and have to dismantle and reassemble your bed –
the preservative is added once a year.

Isn’t a waterbed too heavy for my apartment?
Thanks to a specially designed base with integrated weight
distributors, the weight of a waterbed per square meter is
far lower than that of, say, a bath tub, cupboard, refrigerator or washing machine. Depending on the model, the
load will be approx. 180 kg/m² for a total weight of approx.
600 - 800 kg. This load is borne evenly by the floor and
distributed over an even larger surface so that the average
load per square meter is even lower.

Will all the water seep out of the bed, if it
has a small leak?
In normal use – and this includes jumping in it – the water
mattress will not leak. The high quality, extremely durable
vinyl that the water mattress is made of and all the welding is subject to strict quality requirements and tests. This
is the only way we can offer you a long-standing warranty
with a clear conscience.
If the mattress is punctured – deliberately or by accident,
you don’t need to worry about a fountain of water streaming out of the bed, because the water is not under pressure.
In other words, if a small amount of water runs from the
mattress, it will be captured by the safety liner that the
mattress is placed in. Depending on the position of the leak
it is fairly unproblematic to repair it with some glue and a
patch of vinyl.

How hygienic is a waterbed?
The hygiene of a waterbed is difficult to surpass: skin particles do not disappear into the mattress, as is the case with
conventional mattresses. They remain on the surface of
the water mattress where they can easily be wiped off at
any time. House dust mites cannot exist on the surface of
the waterbed and therefore you can be sure of an allergy
free sleep.
Every person gives off half a litre of moisture every night.
This liquid seeps into and is absorbed by the conventional
mattress. In a waterbed the liquid will evaporate due to the
warmth of the bed that rise through the mattress and the
bed clothes.
Your local AKVA dealer will be happy to answer even more
questions.
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HEADBOARDS

MT. COOK

For the bed models DECO,
ALLROUND (Q), BOXBED II (Q),
MODULEX (Q), INSIDE (Q),
SOFT (Q) und JUNIOR
ATLAS

BEDSIDE TABLES
with 1 or 2 drawers, push-to-open,
decor or beech veneer

CUBE

All headboards and bedside tables shown here can be modified to
make up the bed of your dreams. You can choose between a wide
range of decor colours and different stain shades as well as numerous colours in our textile and leather range. The bed doesn´t
only ensure you the rest needed. It can also pep up your bedroom
furnishing, if you are in the mood for changes.

Bedside table in three heights: 43 cm,
50 cm and 57 cm and is therefore
compatible with all waterbed models.
Upholstered in artiﬁcial or genuine
leather and textiles.
Bedside tables in 3 heights (45, 50 or 57 cm)
and 9 different decor surfaces or beech veneer

adjustable pillows
URAL

EVEREST

HIMMELBJERG

OLYMPUS

height mini

height mini

(16 cm lower)

OTTOMANS

extra
storage

(10 cm deep)

Ottomans in 3 heights to match
your AKVA waterbed

(25 cm lower)

CHEST OF DRAWERS
MT. VENTOUX
(also available in
2 sections)

PLATEAU

(4 cm deep)

height mini
(25 cm lower)

Chest of drawers width 50 or 100 cm,
various drawer sizes, soft-close mechanism, a robust backside fastened with
screws, available in decor and beech
veneer. (Special sizes on request.)

optional pillows
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WATER BED ACCESSORIES

CARE PRODUCTS

A good movie on a Saturday evening while enjoying a massage in bed. It doesn´t
get better than this. The waterbed can add new dimensions to your bedroom. This
is the reason why AKVA offer a range of supplementary accessories that combined with your waterbed will contribute to a special kind of quality time.

An AKVA water mattress is a quality product, but as is the case with many other
products the right kind of care can enhance its durability. This is why AKVA has
developed a series of products that will contribute towards many years of pleasure
with your waterbed. Regular care and maintenance equals safety and the best
possible hygiene in you waterbed.

AKVA SOUND
Your waterbed can take
your perception of movies
and music to a new and
higher level. With the
AKVA Sound audio system you do not only hear
the sounds with your ears. You also feel them in your body.
The innovative system transmits sounds and movie effects
as vibrations through the water. Handel‘s water music or
the movie Titanic has never felt so intensive before. AKVA
Sound makes the water vibrate and ensures you a differently intensive, audiovisual experience.

Massage systems
Come home, stretch out
on the waterbed and have
a water massage for 15 to
30 minutes. There isn‘t a
better way to start your
hard earned evening‘s relaxation. We offer two different massage systems for your
waterbed:
1. The massage system for installation under your water
mattress. You can choose different massage levels and
programmes with the remote control.
2. The direct massage system Sense 8 is a massage mat
that you can use on your waterbed and, of course, also
on your sofa or living room floor.

AKVA
Comfort Top
Are you looking for a particularly cosy sensation?
Then the Comfort Top is
just the right choice for
you. The top comprises a
strong fibre filling that has a cushioning and heat regulating effect. The fibre filling also makes it easier to get in and
out of bed.

AKVA PROTECT
top liner
With the PROTECT top
liner you save lots of time
on cleaning and maintenance. The washable
protective layer is easily
zipped on to the existing cover of your waterbed. Now
dead skin particles and dust cannot penetrate and end up
on the water mattress.

Water pillow
A water pillow is a means
of completely relaxing
your neck and spine. The
pillow adapts perfectly to
the shape of your neck
area and is heated by the
water mattress, providing a feeling of well-being without
tense neck muscles. You can define your individual comfort level by adjusting the water volume just like a water
mattress. The cover of the pillow is washable, and the vinyl
can be washed off. This is hygiene at its best.

Long Life
Add this once a year to keep
the water fresh.

Vinyl Wash
Biodegradable detergent for cleaning
the surface of the water mattress.

AKVA Guard
Seals the surface of the mattress
and thus extends the lifetime of
the vinyl.

Care Kit
All care products needed for a year:
the complete kit with Long Life,
AKVA Guard and Vinyl Wash.
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tempered
warmth

allergy friendly
sleep environment

Your body weight is distributed
evenly on the entire mattress, and
pressure points are prevented.

The warmth makes you calm
down and fall asleep quickly.

A water mattress can be cleaned
and kept free of allergens.

oeko-tex standard 100

phthalate free vinyl

craftsmanship

Our textiles and vinyl are tested
free of harmful substances and
approved for babies.

Our vinyl is softened with
the environment friendly
softener Mesamoll II.

Bed frames and water mattresses
– everything is produced in our
own manufactory in Ry.

AKVA® Waterbeds A/S
Boeletvej 25
DK-8680 RY
Tel +45 86 89 34 00
Fax +45 86 89 34 33
SHOP: www.AKVA.com
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unique
pressure relief

